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Systems medicine and systems biology have inherent educational challenges. These have largely been
addressed either by providing new masters programs or by redesigning undergraduate programs. In
contrast, short courses can respond to a different need: they can provide condensed updates for profes-
sionals across academia, the clinic, and industry. These courses have received less attention. Here, we
share our experiences in developing and providing such courses to current and future leaders in systems
biology and systems medicine. We present guidelines for how to reproduce our courses, and we offer
suggestions for how to select students who will nurture an interdisciplinary learning environment and
thrive there.
INTRODUCTION

With the arrival and continuing rise of

high-throughput technologies generating

data reflecting the complexity of biolog-

ical systems during health and disease,

biomedical investigators have accord-

ingly been required either to set up and

lead multi-skilled research teams or to

rely on collaborations incorporating and

representing novel techniques and strate-

gies optimizing their implementation.

Systems biology (Chuang et al., 2010;

Kitano, 2002) and systems medicine (Go-

mez-Cabrero et al., 2014b; Hood et al.,

2013) are examples of such emerging

paradigms in biomedical research.

On the one hand, both systems biology

and systems medicine effectively con-

sider three complementary perspectives

when approaching problems: the ele-
ments of the system, the interactions be-

tween them, and finally, the often-non-

intuitive emergent properties that these

interactions may produce in space and

time. Yet, on the other hand, the over-

arching objectives of systems biology

and systems medicine are different. Sys-

tems biology aims to achieve a funda-

mental understanding of and, in some

cases, an engineering control over com-

plexbiological systems. In contrast, inves-

tigators within systems medicine aim for

tangible clinical outcomes such as the

accurate prediction and assessment of

disease, risk, and drug responses using

personalized medicine. Fundamental

understanding derived from a systems

biology investigation does not necessarily

lead to a medical advance. Similarly,

advancing personalized medicine could

be accomplished using predictive statisti-
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cal approaches that do not require funda-

mental mechanistic understanding of the

underlying biological dynamics. To us,

one consequence of these differences is

that students of systems biology and

systems medicine have different educa-

tional needs.

Often, these students are not tradi-

tional. Since the implementation of sys-

tem-based methodologies requires the

combination of biological knowledge,

clinical skills, the ability to handle bio-

technological platforms, and quantitative

computational analysis, systems medi-

cine teams benefit from having members

who are competent in these different

areas. Furthermore, the leader of such a

team needs to infuse an open, critical,

creative, and respectful atmosphere

where different minds and skills can

meet on equal terms. This rather new
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Box 1. The Main Characteristics of Systems Biology and Systems Medicine Courses
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situation creates a non-trivial educational

challenge.

Historically, there has been a deeper

development of thorough educational

programs in systems biology compared

to systems medicine. For example, at

Princeton, under the guidance of David

Botstein (Bialek and Botstein, 2004)

among others, serious thinking has been

devoted to developing a Ph.D.-level pro-

gram using a physics-inspired approach

to the characterization of living systems

(Wingreen and Botstein, 2006). This kind

of deep labor-intensive approach requires

extensive interaction and development

across departments and associated

faculty, which is non-trivial. For example,

in their pioneering efforts, textbook

examples in physics such as electrical

circuit problems were replaced using bio-

logical examples. Walking through the

curriculum in such a manner, rethinking

the example problems and skill sets to

be communicated to the students, re-

quires genuine collaboration across fac-

ulty (http://www.princeton.edu/genomics/

botstein/education/). Similarly, recent re-

views have summarized the experiences

of longer, newer educational programs in

systems medicine and have discussed

what could and should be included in

such programs (Cascante et al., 2014;

Cvijovic et al., 2016).

Although less comprehensive, there are

also several masters-level programs that

teach systems approaches to biology. In

many cases, these are open to both engi-

neering and biology students. In practice,

such programs include several blocks

from what could be referred to as either

biology or the physical and computational

sciences. This is in contrast to the

Princeton example, where an intimate
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synthesis of biology and the physical

sciences has been explicitly designed.

This latter approach has been employed

in systems medicine. For example, the

one-year Clinical Research Program at

the Universitat of Barcelona was de-

signed for an audience with multiple

backgrounds, ranging from nurses to

mathematicians. It has proven to be suc-

cessful, but the kinds of courses and

pieces of knowledge that should or could

be included in short master programs

remain undefined. It is also unclear

whether more fundamental redesigns,

similar to the Princeton example, would

be advantageous.

Yet, beyond such programs, redesigned

or not, there is a need for many students

to access shorter overview courses or

hands-on courses targeting specific skills.

This is particularly valid when considering

the needs of physicians and members of

the pharmaceutical industry, who need

training systems medicine but do not

have the time to complete an entire mas-

ters-level program. In our hands, we find

that there has been an increasing interest

in developing short courses that target

slightly different audiences: either systems

biology in general or systems medicine in

particular. Given that experience, our aim

in the present paper is to review the

educational challenges in current short

systems biology or systems medicine

courses. Furthermore, when there is suffi-

cient experience, we will highlight unique

challenges for shorter courses in systems

medicine. Using specific examples from

our experiences, we will address the

following questions: (1) how should we

educate the future leaders and practi-

tioners in systems biology and systems

medicine?; (2) how should we provide
continuous education to existing profes-

sionals, such as clinicians, principal inves-

tigators, or senior postdocs in academia or

industry?; and (3) how should these differ-

ences between the needs of systems

medicine and systems biology be re-

flected in courses and workshops?

Distinct Challenges Posed by
Systems Medicine and Systems
Biology and Their Ramifications for
Curriculum Design
At a first glance, systems biology and

systems medicine appears to be very

similar fields. However, they do not have

to be. For example, much of the progress

in medicine relies on empirical obser-

vations and the identification of correla-

tions between biomarkers and individual

response to therapy. Understanding these

data does not necessarily depend on a

quantitative account of the underlying

causal biological processes. Below, we

highlight four themes, which differentiate

the needs of systems biology and systems

medicine and, therefore, define their

different educational needs. The themes,

summarized in Box 1, are as follows: (1)

data integration, (2) statistics and machine

learning, (3) mechanistic modeling and

dynamics, and (4) access to data.

Data Integration

A major development in biomedical

research is the accelerated growth of the

amount and diversity of available data

(Gomez-Cabrero et al., 2014a; Ma’ayan

et al., 2014; O’Driscoll et al., 2013) and

factual knowledge of biological pro-

cesses in different contexts (Cano et al.,

2014; Subramanian et al., 2005) obtained

during the last two decades. This trend

has been fueled by several large-scale

consortia projects in biology, initiated

http://www.princeton.edu/genomics/botstein/education/
http://www.princeton.edu/genomics/botstein/education/
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with the Human Genome Project (Lander

et al., 2001) and followed by others such

as FANTOM (Andersson et al., 2014),

ENCODE (Gerstein et al., 2012), UniProt

(UniProt Consortium, 2015), Human Pro-

teome (Uhlén et al., 2015), and Blueprint

(Adams et al., 2012) projects. Importantly,

some projects specifically target human

variation, such as the 1000 Genomes

Project Consortium (1000 Genomes Proj-

ect Consortium et al., 2012), and human

diseases, such as TCGA (Cancer Genome

Atlas Research Network et al., 2013). It is

clear that this development presents new

opportunities and challenges to the pros-

pects of systems biology and systems

medicine.

A shared concern for systems biology

and systems medicine is the task of how

to integrate such valuable public re-

sources with private data and knowledge.

The goals of this integration, however,

are different for each field. In our hands

(Gomez-Cabrero et al., 2014a), we find

that the systems medicine community is

more interested in integrating DNA se-

quences, genetic variants, and clinical

data. Integration using predictive models

may also be useful for linking biomarkers

or other clinical signals to diagnosis,

prognosis, and response to therapy. In

contrast, systems biologists are more

concerned with asking how to integrate

different omics data into a network repre-

sentation capturing the process of inter-

est. Hence, from the standpoint of sys-

tems biology, it became necessary in our

courses to replace the analysis of single

features (e.g., a single genetic variant be-

ing differentially expressed and believed

to be causally associated with a disease)

with the simultaneous analysis of many

features (e.g., many genes being de-regu-

lated in a disease but without clear causal

association). Many computational tools

and approaches to analyze biological

systems are available (including diseases

[Gustafsson et al., 2014]); examples are

network analysis (Jeong et al., 2000;

Menche et al., 2015), dynamical modeling

(Le Novère, 2015), and Boolean networks

(Wittmann et al., 2009), among numerous

others. This situation clearly poses unique

needs and requirements for short-term

systems biology courses.

Statistics and Machine Learning

Statistics has been revitalized by omics

data, including genetic data, because it

has a large number of features, relatively
few samples, thus requires new and

powerful methods for calculating signifi-

cance. This has been a major challenge

and concern within systems biology com-

munity (Hawkins et al., 2010). In short, if

the feature selection (genes, proteins, me-

tabolites) is erroneous, then the subse-

quent network analysis will consequently

be flawed. Thus, in our experience there

is a larger need for technical hands-on

treatments capturing this difficulty within

the framework of Bioconductor (Huber

et al., 2015; Kannan et al., 2016) in systems

biology courses. However, analysis based

on machine learning and predictive statis-

tical modeling has captured the interest of

the systems medicine community (e.g.,

TCGA derived analysis [Cancer Genome

Atlas Research Network et al., 2013]),

since such methods can be considered

as a shortcut for predicting clinical out-

comes and providing integration without

requiring mechanistic understanding of

why such correlations exist. Hence, we

find it is important to provide systems

medicine investigators—those with a clin-

ical background in particular—a sound

overview of the possibilities and limitations

of these techniques. This includes topics

such as over-fitting (Sı̂rbu et al., 2011), pre-

diction versus mechanistic understanding

(Gomez-Cabrero et al., 2014c), and data

requirements for in many cases very data

hungry techniques (Tandon et al., 2006).

Mechanistic Modeling and

Dynamics

The systems biology community has tradi-

tionally been deeply interested in dynam-

ical modeling techniques and control

theory, which in many cases are neither

required nor feasible in clinical contexts

(Gomez-Cabrero and Tegnér, 2017,

Tegnér and Gomez-Cabrero, 2017). The

language and concepts could potentially

be useful in considering disease develop-

ment and progression, but given themath-

ematical technicalities and ease of misuse

if not properly understood or if attempted

with insufficient data, we find this aspect

less critical in short courses targeting the

systems medicine community. Therefore,

we find that investigators of systems

biology require more robust quantitative

model based skills (to make correct use

of system-based tools) compared to the

more clinical topics addressed in systems

medicine (Strunz et al., 2016; Wang et al.,

2015). Moreover, we have found it to be

of paramount importance to stress the
relevanceof incorporatingbroadbiological

and, in somecases,medical knowledge (to

make correct interpretations and usage of

the analytical outcome) in systems biology

research, which otherwise runs the risk of

becoming purely investigations of applied

and computational mathematics (Nussi-

nov, 2015; Tegnér et al., 2009).

Access to Data

Access to data and control of its quality,

including standardization, has been a

very active area in bioinformatics and sys-

tems biology. While there remains much

work to do, progress has been significant

compared clinical data. Such data is, in

most if not all cases, accessed ad hoc in

specific projects and poorly documented,

and standardization and quality control

are all outstanding issues. This state of

affairs, together with legal and ethical

issues, constitutes a major roadblock for

progress in systems medicine (Tegnér

and Abugessaisa, 2013). Hence, this is a

topic that requires quantitative analysis,

biological understandings, clinical skills,

and ICT (Information and Communication

Technologies) aspects of computer sci-

ence that need to be discussed in short

systems medicine courses (Cascante

et al., 2014). Specifically, we find it useful

to raise the awareness of this to clinicians

and compare and contrast the status quo

in medicine with what has been achieved

in the omics space (Tegnér and Abuges-

saisa, 2013).

In summary, to share our overarching

view of the education landscape, we

have organized some of the current and

past educational programs in systems

biology and systems medicine in Figure 1

along two axes. The horizontal axis

portrays the aim of the training module:

from short introductory courses (or very

specific courses) on the left to detailed

extended educational plans on the right-

hand side. The vertical axis denotes the

differences between systems biology and

systems medicine; systems medicine has

been, for example, defined as ‘‘the appli-

cation of systems biology approaches to

medical research and medical practice’’

(European Commission, 2010), indicating

that the scopes and goals are different

for each discipline. We would like to

remark that courses differentiate between

systems biology and systems medicine

on the basis of their final goals (basic sci-

ence versus translational applications).

Importantly, there are successful courses,
Cell Systems 5, September 27, 2017 3



Figure 1. Educational Efforts in Systems Biology and Systems Medicine
The two-dimensional schematic plot stratifies courses/programs according to whether the primary objective is systems biology or systems medicine (vertical
axis) and the duration of the course/program (horizontal axis). Asterisk (*) denotes courses that are not considered as SBM courses still necessary background for
many SBM researchers. Two asterisks (**) denotes the existence of several educational programs addressing the topic (especially in the context of SBM).
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such as the R course and the RNA

sequencing (RNA-seq) course, which pro-

vide important technical skills that do not

necessarily fall into either the systems

biology or the systems medicine group

(in gray in Figure 1).

Short courses in systems biology (left in

Figure 1) provide a mechanism to lecture

students not only in novel methodologies

or theories, but also in topics that are

not yet incorporated in the regular edu-

cational curriculum (e.g., multi-omic sta-

tistical integrative methods in clinical

research). Existing publications on sys-

tems biology education describe neces-

sary efforts in the context of long-term

educational projects (Cascante et al.,

2014; Cvijovic et al., 2016)—training the

future working force—but they have not

yet developed specific guidelines for

short-term educational efforts such as

summer schools.

Social Challenges Shared by Short
Systems Biology and Systems
Medicine Courses
While systems biology and systems med-

icine courses have different goals and
4 Cell Systems 5, September 27, 2017
aims, they do share specific characteris-

tics. Fromnowon,wewill use the acronym

SBM when, despite their differences, we

refer to both systemsbiology and systems

medicine courses. In this section, we first

aim to characterize the differential nature

in short-time SBM courses in relation to

other short-time courses, and next, we

elaborate those further into specific guide-

lines. As general characteristics, we have

identified the following three.

Collaborative Nature

In graduate courses, students collaborate

in activities or tasks; ideally, a collabora-

tive bond is developed during the duration

of the course. In a short course, time to

establish bonds is limited, and educa-

tional and social activities have to be

deliberately organized in order to

generate collaborative relations as soon

as possible. Especially participating

individuals are expected to have com-

plementary backgrounds, and collabora-

tion is expected and necessary. Multidis-

ciplinarity is a special characteristic of

SBM courses that is not required in spe-

cific courses (such as the R and RNA-

seq courses discussed in Conclusions).
Language Harmonization and Team

Formation

We have witnessed the pervasiveness of

two phenomena: the formation of multi-

skilled research teams operating in a sin-

gle group and, alternatively, reliance on

external collaborators with training in

several areas that augment the local

research team. To set up, lead, and sus-

tain a multi-skilled team either locally or

externally highlights the challenge of

setting a common language and shared

definitions. This a very practical issue for

both systems biology and systems medi-

cine. For instance, during the Synergy-

COPD project (Gomez-Cabrero et al.,

2014b), a systems medicine project, re-

searchers were required to harmonize

definitions of probability networks and

clinical criteria defining different stages

of COPD to ensure that clinicians, statisti-

cians, bioinformaticians, mathematicians,

computer scientists, and biologists in the

project were on the same page and refer-

ring to the same concept or, for that mat-

ter, that they grasped the differences in

vocabulary. In short-term projects, lack

of language harmonization may hinder



Box 2. Examples of SBM Courses

Links to videos are provided in Tables S1 and S2. All courses are fully detailed in Complete Course Description.
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the completion of the project if not ad-

dressed at the outset. Having such a

shared understanding moderates unreal-

istic expectations on either the computa-

tional or biology and biomedical side.

Additionally, although a few individuals

could be trained equally in both biology

and quantitative skills, it is not to be ex-

pected for a mathematical modeler to

have the same insights in the disease that

a clinician has or for a clinician to develop

complex mathematical models. Still, it re-

mains necessary for researchers with

quantitative training to learn biology and

for researchers with biological knowledge

to gain individual quantitative skills (Cas-

cante et al., 2014; Cvijovic et al., 2016).

Carefully Designed Intended

Learning Outcomes that Reflect

Student Backgrounds

If a student with a biological background

attends a course on quantitative analysis,

it is likely that the student will require in-

vesting extra time (compared to a student

with quantitative skills) to learn andmaster

all the knowledge of the course. In a grad-

uate or undergraduate course spanning

over several months, that is feasible; how-

ever, in a short course, that may not be

feasible, and therefore, intended learning

outcomes need to be aligned to the dura-

tion of the course.

Careful Student Selection Criteria

In our experienceanddespite our efforts to

explain ‘‘the goals, necessary background
and scope’’ of every SBM short-term

course we have had thus far, numerous

students attend without having the neces-

sary background for the course. In this

case, there is no time for the cancellation

of participation (e.g., many summer

schools are abroad). For this reason, we

think a special emphasis on student

selection is necessary. To include detailed

motivation letters, interviews over the

internet, and project descriptions in addi-

tion to the cv is even more crucial in SBM

courses.

Responding to Social and Scientific
Challenges through Practical
Considerations in Course Design
Above, we have discussed what distin-

guishes systems biology from systems

medicine; we recommend that these

distinctions are carefully reflected in any

systems biology or medicine course’s

curriculum. We also discussed these

courses from the more personal aspect

of the students involved; we recommend

that necessary capacities for participants

to be reflected in the prerequisites and

expectations of a course. Below, we

consider practical considerations of a

course itself and demonstrate how all of

these matters may be brought together

into a coherent whole. This is summarized

in Box 2, and complete course descrip-

tions can be found in the Supplemental

Materials.
Importance of Working in

Multi-disciplinary Groups

If the course is (even partly) aimed to

teach the SBM (and not only to teach a

unique specific technique), it is essential

in SBM courses to create an environment

similar to that of a systems biology or sys-

tems medicine research team. To this

end, the idea of working in multi-skilled

teams is crucial. To accomplish such

a goal, we recommend the following

criteria:

Student Selection. It is more relevant to

have a set of students covering many

knowledge backgrounds than to have the

best students covering in depth a unique

background. During the short courses,

students are expected to work in teams,

and those teams are required to have

backgrounds in biology, chemistry, phys-

ics, statistics, programming, engineering,

clinical sciences, etc. It can only be

achieved by incorporating such criteria

during the selection. Additionally, other se-

lection criteria, such as the prioritization of

multi-skilled students, may be considered.

In our experience, an optimal or desired

proportion would be a 1:1 relationship be-

tween life science and computational

biology profiles. However, in practice, we

have observed that in systems biology

courses, the applications tend to pile up

as a 1:2 proportion, whereas among the

applicant to a systems medicine course,

the ratio could well be reversed (and
Cell Systems 5, September 27, 2017 5
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several of the life science participants are

MDs or MDs by training).

Activity for Initial Bonding. To foster

collaboration between students, it is rele-

vant to have activities that allow them to

interact from day 1. In our experience,

part of the first day should be devoted to

activities such as a poster session, games

in groups (e.g., quiz), activities to expose

individual current research, and, impor-

tantly, activities to define working groups

that would select (or would be provided)

scientific questions to be addressed dur-

ing the remainder of the course.

Added Value by Providing a Highly

Structured Curricula. In introductory bio-

logy courses, it has been shown that a

well-designed course structure is associ-

ated with improved achievements (Haak

et al., 2011). In our experience, this ap-

plies principally in the context of short

courses. While the structure must be

very specific to each course, we provide

some general observations and specific

recommendations.

Preliminary Material. Short courses are,

by definition, very limited in time, and

anything students may prepare before

the course increases the individual out-

comes. Required and proposed material

must include research papers, books,

and (very importantly) videos (such as

those in Massive Open Online Courses

[Searls, 2014]). If the preliminary material

is organized into sub-topics, it will be

easier for the students to realize how to

spend their time to fill knowledge gaps

before the course. The preliminary mate-

rial should also help to define the baseline

level of knowledge assumed by the

courses and illustrate what knowledge is

necessary.

Lectures. Active learning is evidently

associated with improved achievements

while learning biology (Haak et al., 2011).

However, students in short courses

benefit from general lectures describing

the field because they provide a cohesive

and comprehensive overview of the topic

of interest with some case studies. For

example, it is very useful early on to

acquire a grasp on what kind of questions

investigators ask, what is the nature of the

answers, which problems are open while

still being feasible to attack, and finally,

what are the modes of validation in the

different contexts ranging from biological

mechanisms, algorithms, clinical findings,

and software. This is an interesting chal-
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lenge to communicate such insights to

non-experts in a sensible manner, suffi-

ciently specific without being lost in

details. Overall, we recommend avoiding

very detailed descriptions, if not being

clearly linked to a general point, but

instead providing references to them for

the interested student. The idea is that

the student thereby gains a better overall

understanding and is served with the in-

formation of ‘‘where to look’’ if he or she

aims for more detail. Additionally, there

can be more focused lectures on applying

the general information provided into

more specific case studies.

Hands-On Learning. Part of the course

should teach precise applications and

illustrate different uses of systems biology

and systemsmedicine.Webelieve that the

insights and value of those applications

can only be learned by active learning

(Bonwell and Eison, 1991; Haak et al.,

2011) and its multiple implementations

(project method, activity based learning,

group work, etc.). In our experience, it is

better to conduct the hands-on activities

in working groups of three to six students;

each working group should incorporate at

least one representative of each knowl-

edge field. The nature of the hands-on

learning activities would be particular to

the course topic.

Reviewing Course Material. Although

lectures and hands-on might include

introductory sections, it is almost un-

avoidable that some students will get

lost on some parts of the course or misin-

terpret information. Although instructors

should encourage discussion, not all stu-

dents will participate with the same inten-

sity. We have seen two practices which

are essential for letting students benefit

the most from hands-on learning activ-

ities: a sufficient number of instructors

should be present in the class to attend

personal or group questions during prac-

tical work, and hands-on learning activ-

ities should conclude with an exercise

where students are asked to provide and

discuss their results while instructors

comment on key aspects of the results

of exercise.

Group and Wrap-up Projects. In addi-

tion to hands-on learning activities

devoted to problem solving or completing

predefined exercises, it is important for

the students to explore the concept of

systems biology and systems medicine

freely. To this end, students (organized
in groups) may define, during the first or

second day, a long-term biomedical or

biological question to be addressed dur-

ing the course. We use cooperative

learning (Slavin, 1980) as a guideline in

this activity, considering that it structures

a positive interdependence between stu-

dents that is fundamental in systems

biology. Alternatively, students can pro-

pose a wrap-up project where they

combine different aspects of the course

material to consolidate their understand-

ing of analysis pipelines and strategies.

Typically, we propose a simple but com-

plete systems biology data analysis proj-

ect, where raw data are provided as a

starting point, and biological interpreta-

tion of analysis results needs to be deliv-

ered as an end point.

Entrepreneurship. We suggest that

courses include sessions that explore the

potential of entrepreneurship in systems

biology and systems medicine. In these

sessions, students are asked to apply

both conceptual knowledge (lectures) and

practical skills (from hands-on activities)

to ideas and projects that could be

competitive in the market. Including such

sessions will not always be possible, but

even introductory lectures providing in-

sights of opportunities beyond academia

will be most valuable. Examples of SBM

courses including them are the BioHealth

Computing Schools described below.

Additional Relevant Pointers to

Consider

Lecturers. The challenge of teaching

systems biology requires having instruc-

tors with an adequate background and

specific skills. Practically, this means

that teachers must be able to communi-

cate with students coming from diverse

disciplines. We recommend that teachers

are trained to supervise and organize

group dynamics for multi-disciplinary

groups. Also, the number of students per

instructor should not exceed 15.

Characteristics of the Environment and

Venue. Short courses are meant to be

intensive, so potential interruptions must

be minimized. To avoid educational

breaks, it is key to have an optimal course

organization and to provide the students

appropriate resources to perform their

tasks. In this regard, preliminary inspec-

tion of internet connection limitations is

necessary, together with the required

software and hardware installations. We

also recommend, if possible, having
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available spaces for the groups to work

without disturbing each other. A possible,

but not compulsory, format is to conduct

the course in an isolated location to

reduce the occurrence and effects of

possible distractions.

Recording Lectures. We consider

recording lectures important for two rea-

sons. First, if students have the opportu-

nity to review preliminary material and

view lectures from a previous course,

they may come with specific aims and

questions (Searls, 2014). Second, during

the course, students may review the

material at home if the classes were re-

corded. As an example, we provide links

to resources generated between 2015

and 2017 courses (see Box 2 and Tables

S1 and S2).

Computer Resources. Students may

bring their own laptops, which makes it

easier for them to reproduce any exercise

after the course is finished but limits to the

use of tools available in all operative sys-

tems (Windows, Unix, OS). Alternatively,

the course may provide the students

with computers that all share the same

operating system. A proposed solution is

to provide to all students a bioLinux Live

CD or DVD including all necessary tools;

in this case, the programs run directly

from the CD or DVD, making them slower,

but it serves as an ad hoc solution for the

use of unix-only tools. In most of the

courses we provide, we ask students to

bring their own laptops.

Conclusions
As already indicated by Francois Jacob,

‘‘Every object that biology studies is a

system of systems.’’ (Jacob, 1974). Un-

derstanding the complexity of biological

systems represents the greatest intellec-

tual and experimental challenge yet faced

by any biologist. While systems biology

thinking has generated revolutions in

population biology, ecology, and evolu-

tionary studies, it is only recently that

biomedicine has adopted a systems

approach. The enormous growth in geno-

mics and molecular sciences makes this

possible.

Here, we argue that the rapid expansion

in SBM tools, resources, and data explo-

sion makes a permanent need for alterna-

tive educational activities in the form of

short courses. Short courses bring the

need of teaching novel tools in educational

efforts to the forefront, avoiding the time
lag that is existent in the more established

educational curriculum.Furthermore, short

courses provide opportunities for many in-

dividuals, such as senior postdocs or clini-

cians, in academia or industry who would

otherwise be unable to devote themselves

for an entire program.

Finally, we would like to stress the need

of generating a long-term resource as an

outcome of every course. This can be

achieved by publishing recorded sessions

and used material; as an example of such

efforts, the Bioconductor community has

a long track of publishing all slides and

hands-on material used in almost every

course (Huber et al., 2015). Additionally, it

would benefit having a central reference

point of all material produced by the

community suchasTheSystemsMedicine

Web Hub (http://www.systemsmedicine.

net/).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes two tables and
complete course description and can be found
with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.
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